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Analyzing student voter turnout
Though apathy may be present across the board, turnout differs
drastically between universities
Campus, page 4
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How romantic is Waterloo?
City ranked third on Amazon.com’s list of Canada’s most romantic cities
DAINA GOLDFINGER
STAFF WRITER

Valentine’s Day is quickly approaching, and with it comes
the celebration of relationships.
Some choose to surprise their
significant other with chocolates
or flowers, while others choose
to curl up with a good book and
some decide to party it up on the
town.
Many people tend to indulge
in consumerist items that elicit
romance or passion in their lives.
Last week Amazon.com, the
largest Internet retailer in the
United States, released a list
ranking Canada’s top romantic
cities. Waterloo ranked third
overall, with Victoria, B.C. placing first and North Vancouver,
B.C. following as a close second.
“Our rankings were compiled
by comparing sales data from
Jan. 1, 2014 to Jan. 1, 2015 on a
per capita basis ... based on purchases that included romance

“It’s apparent that
Amazon attempted to
analyze their consumer
trends and struck out on
their conclusions.”
-Phillip Litwack, fourth-year student

novels and relationship books,
romantic comedies, a collection of romantic music, sexual
wellness items and jewelry,” said
Katie McFadzean, public relations manager at Amazon.
Within the specific consumerist categories, Waterloo ranked
second for ordering sexual
wellness items and romantic
comedies, fourth for ordering romantic music, fifth for romance
novels and relationship books
Local, page 7
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Waterloo ranked third for purchases of romantic goods like romantic
comedies and sexual wellness items, but how romantic is the city really?
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Have you heard non-inclusive language being used
on campus?

“Not in the classroom,
more in the bar scene.”
–Cameron Byrne, thirdyear business

Dear Life

Sincerely,
Gotta Pee

All you young people are ruining
everything

Dear Life is your opportunity to
write a letter to your life, allowing
you to vent your anger with life’s
little frustrations in a completely
public forum.
All submissions to Dear Life
are anonymous, should be no
longer than 100 words and must
be addressed to your life. Submissions can be sent to dearlife@
thecord.ca no later than Monday
at noon each week.

Dear Guy Who Creates Crosswords,
You #$@!ing suck.
Quit your job now.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Guy Who Can’t Finish Crosswords
Dear Life,
Blowjobs. Amiright?
Sincerely,
Awww yeeeeeah

Dear Life,
The one time I don’t watch the
Superbowl and all of the sudden there are a thousand inside
jokes. Who is this left shark? Why
does everyone love him? Why
was Katy Perry wearing a Wii Remote? If someone could please
answer these questions I would
greatly appreciate it. The Internet
is not being very helpful.
Sincerely,
Confused

Dear Life,
The urinals in the men’s washroom in the 24 Lounge are out of
order more often than they’re in
order. What the hell?

Dear Life,
Spotted at Laurier might just be
the most idiotic thing I’ve ever
encountered in my life.
Sincerely,

Dear Life,
Oh thank god. A new Spiderman movie is coming out. I was
worried the world was lacking in
Spiderman remakes. Now I can

rest easy.
Sincerely,
Please stop trying to make Spiderman happen. It’s not going to
happen.
Dear Life,
I only got emojis so I could use
the poop one.
Sincerely,
*smiling poop face*
Dear Life,
Hey, what ever happened to
Lena Yang? I haven’t seen her
talk about poo or dicks in a while
in quote of the week. Has she
reformed her ways?
Sincerely,
Bring back the perv

@CORDNEWS
@CORDARTS
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“Yes, things like “gay” is
overused in the wrong
context.”
–Gisma Hussain, first-year
business

WE’RE
TAKING
A
BREAK

“Yes I have.”
–Lizzy Quinn, first-year
psychology

THE
CORD
WILL
BE BACK
AFTER
READING
WEEK

“Yeah I hear it in my residence most of the time.”
–Marcus Smith, first-year
economics

NEXT
ISSUE:
FEB. 25

“Yeah it’s used everywhere. People say “gay” a
lot.”
–Stefanie Markovic,
second-year psychology
Compiled by Jessica Dik
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The Cord is the official student
newspaper of the Wilfrid Laurier University community.
Started in 1926 as the College
Cord, The Cord is an editorially independent newspaper
published by Wilfrid Laurier
University Student Publications,
Waterloo, a corporation without
share capital. WLUSP is governed by its board of directors.
Opinions expressed within
The Cord are those of the author
and do not necessarily refl ect
those of the editorial board, The
Cord, WLUSP, WLU or CanWeb
Printing Inc. All content appearing in The Cord bears the
copyright expressly of their
creator(s) and may not be used
without written consent.
The Cord is created using Macintosh computers running Mac
OS X 10.5 using Adobe Creative
Suite 4. Canon cameras are
used for principal photography.
The Cord has been a proud
member of the Ontario Press
Council since 2006. Any

unsatisfi ed complaints can
be sent to the council at info@
ontpress.com.
The Cord’s circulation for
a normal Wednesday issue
is 6,000 copies and enjoys a
readership of over 10,000. Cord
subscription rates are $20.00
per term for addresses within
Canada.
The Cord has been a proud
member of the Canadian University Press (CUP)since 2004.

PREAMBLE
The Cord will keep faith with
its readers by presenting news
and expressions of opinions
comprehensively, accurately
and fairly. The Cord believes
in a balanced and impartial
presentation of all relevant
facts in a news report, and of all
substantial opinions in a matter
of controversy.
The staff of The Cord shall
uphold all commonly held ethical conventions of journalism.
When an error of omission or of
commission has occurred, that
error shall be acknowledged

promptly. When statements
are made that are critical of an
individual, or an organization,
we shall give those affected
the opportunity to reply at the
earliest time possible. Ethical
journalism requires impartiality, and consequently conflicts
of interest and the appearance
of conflicts of interest will be
avoided by all staff.
The only limits of any newspaper are those of the world
around it, and so The Cord will
attempt to cover its world with a
special focus on Wilfrid Laurier
University, and the community
of Kitchener-Waterloo, and with
a special ear to the concerns of
the students of Wilfrid Laurier
University. Ultimately, The
Cord will be bound by neither
philosophy nor geography in its
mandate.
The Cord has an obligation
to foster freedom of the press
and freedom of speech. This
obligation is best fulfilled when
debate and dissent are encouraged, both in the internal workings of the paper, and through
The Cord’s contact with the

student body.
The Cord will always attempt
to do what is right, with fear
of neither repercussions, nor
retaliation. The purpose of the
student press is to act as an
agent of social awareness, and
so shall conduct the affairs of
our newspaper.

Quote of the week:
“Yes, but think about the
amount of times I spelled
it right.”
-Sports Editor Josh Peters
re: repeatedly spelling a
name wrong
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

A place of change, a place of growth

The Waterloo Public Library looks for community feedback to direct the future of its branches
MARISSA EVANS
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

Laurie Clarke says the Waterloo
Public Library is about a lot more
than just books these days.
Clarke, who is the CEO of WPL,
said they are looking to continue to expand their services.
The library will be circulating a
survey to gather feedback from
the community in terms of what
services they would like to see
provided by the proposed east
side branch.
“There are more options on
delivering service now than there
used to be,” she said. “We want
to explore everything before any
decisions are made on what type
of branch would be built.”
There will also be questions regarding the main branch on the
survey. According to Clarke, they
saw this as an opportunity to
better the services they already
provide as well and determine
the future of this branch.
Clarke explained they already
have some models in mind for
the libraries, but are largely looking to the public to see what their
priorities are.
“What would people be interested in seeing? What is the most
important aspect? Is it quiet
space, study space, programming for all ages — probably
heavy on the children, you might
anticipate.”
Clarke said they also want to
ensure people understand the
wide array of services the library
already offers, beyond books.
“Books are still very important
to people, but there are so many
other things with the new technology,” she said.
For example, the library holds
tech talks which give people who

“Books are still very
important to people, but
there are so many other
things with the new
technology.”
-Laurie Clarke, CEO of the Waterloo
Public Library

JESSICA DIK/LEAD PHOTOGRAPHER

The main branch of the Waterloo Public Library tries to create a non-threatening space for people to learn.

are less technologically savvy
the chance to develop their skills
with different pieces of equipment. She also doesn’t believe
that e-books are close to pushing
out physical copies. One reason

is e-books are still very expensive
for libraries to purchase, but
there is also a lot of information
and material that is not available
in e-books yet or online.
“The point is that it is part of

the reality and it is part of the
future,” Clarke admitted. “People
use our space a lot for everything. It’s a third space — it’s
not work, it’s not home, but it’s
somewhere you can be.”

As a result, their efforts have
been directed toward creating
a space for learning in a broad
sense, such as by offering programming courses or through
the purchase of a 3D printer.
“People often feel much more
comfortable in this setting and
not threatened. I mean, that’s
what we’re all about, that’s what
we’ve always done: assisting
people to find the information
they need.”
The survey will be circulated
for approximately two months.
After all of the data has been
gathered, Clarke said she anticipates the analysis and compiling
of the analysis into a report will
be a lengthy process.
“At this point I would say that
we might be looking at some
results in the fall,” she continued.
They will present the information to the library board, which
will then eventually make a
recommendation to council as to
what shape the libraries will take.
Clarke said she is hoping they
will be able to garner a great
deal of community involvement
through the survey. She believes
the library will continue to “be
here and strong.”
“It’s never boring in a library
—I know many people think it is,
but it’s pretty interesting.”

HISTORY

‘Nobody profited’ from
WWI, despite heavy cost
ERIKA YMANA
STAFF WRITER

HEATHER DAVIDSON/PHOTO EDITOR

Gwynne Dyer is a Canadian journalist, lecturer, columnist and broadcaster.

This week Wilfrid Laurier University played host to Gwynne
Dyer, who delivered a lecture on
Feb. 9 on the lessons Canada has
learned as a result of the First
World War.
Dyer is a Canadian journalist, lecturer, columnist and
broadcaster who has worked
with international affairs for the
past 20 years. He earned a PhD
from the University of London in
military and middle eastern history amongst other degrees from
accredited Canadian, British and
American universities.
The lecture centered on the
avoidable circumstances of the
First World War, in that there was
no “imminent and direct threat.”
Canada, therefore, would not
have been targeted.
“There was never any good
reason for Canada to be in those
wars. Nobody profited from the
First World War,” said Dyer.

According to Dyer, due to a
“great power game,” Canada
ended up staying in the war even
though the cost was evident. In
addition, Canada was persuaded
to stay as a duty to fight for
Britain. With an apparent threat
from the United States, the fear
of an American invasion worked
as an insurance for Canadian
loyalty to Britain.
Dyer then addressed the composition of troops in WWI, which
was on a volunteer-basis. 95 per
cent of volunteers were Anglophones, and combined with
French Canadians it was enough
for three battalions. The highest
levels of volunteers came from
British Columbia and Alberta.
Volunteering lessened moving
east with the Maritimes having
the lowest amount of volunteers,
as this is where people have lived
the longest, as opposed to the
east, which had immigrants from
Britain. The volunteer numbers
were increasing and the weapons were becoming more deadly.

Dyer used the example of a machine gun, which was just used
to “sweep an area” of people
instead of hitting one target.
“The numbers were huge …
weapons were impressive, since
the weapons for killing had been
industrialized,” Dyer said.
“[WWI] was part of great
power wars … it was about
everything: who’s up and who’s
down. The winners will collect
colonies.”
Dyer added that as a result of
the First World War, the Second
World War was inevitable as it
was meant for a rematch with
the Germans. It was also out of
loyalty for the dead, Dyer said.
Towards the end of WWII, going
to war had become more of a
habit.
“In 1939, to abandon the
enterprise was to say that those
deaths were for nothing,” he said.
“We go where the gang goes. It’s
about showing up … It’s about
honouring the past, living up to
what the past generations did.”
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ELECTIONS

‘Apathy to the political process’
Engagement in student government elections fluctates at universities throughout the province
SHELBY BLACKLEY
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

Apathy seems to be a common
trend recently at Ontario universities during student government
election season.
With the majority of Ontario
universities having just finished
their elections for their respective students’ unions and societies, voter turnout differs substantially between institutions.
“It could be apathy to the
political process itself,” said Matt
McLean, chair of the Wilfrid Laurier University Students’ Union
board of directors. “Apathy usually comes from misinformation
and disengagement, so we find
those that are apathetic are the
ones that are not trying to find
the information.”
This trend is not isolated to
Laurier, where the 2015 election
saw a voter turnout of 24.2 per
cent. Various Ontario universities
have seen small voter turnouts at
their schools for student governments. In 2014, Ryerson University had a five per cent voter
turnout for their 31,000 undergraduate students.
Queen’s University — who
holds a fall referendum, a winter
referendum and elections — had
34.6 per cent at their winter elections.
The McMaster University
Students’ Union brought in the
highest voter turnout of all
universities in Ontario. With an
undergraduate population of
approximately 21,000, 42.2 per
cent cast their ballots this year,
an increase from 40.5 per cent in
2014.
“I think at Mac we have a very
impressive amount of interest in

JOSHUA AWOLADE/GRAPHICS EDITOR

our student government,” said
Saad Syed, chief returning officer for the McMaster Students’
Union. “Over the past couple of
years, I’ve seen a large amount
of interest in what our student
government does.”
Syed said he believes the
student engagement at McMaster is so high because students
can see tangible changes in what
the Union implements. McMaster recently got a reading week
that was brought forward by an
earlier president, and changes
to their health plan were passed
in a referendum question this
election.
“I think that students at Mac
are fairly well engaged in terms

of what their student government
can do for them and where their
input can be put in,” he said.
“And they’re fairly well engaged
in terms of getting involved, as
well.”
McLean said the Laurier Students’ Union is using McMaster
as a case study to see what can
be done to increase voter turnout
and engagement.
Chris Casher, chief electoral
officer of Queen’s Alma Mater
Society, said Queen’s, despite
being large geographically, has a
small community so information
is spread easily through associations.
As a way to combat lower turnouts, all three schools’ student

societies began using online
voting systems within the last
five to eight years, which can be
accessed with their respective
school login information.
Casher, McLean and Syed
agreed that moving online was
beneficial to their voter turnouts.
McMaster has seen a steady
increase while Queen’s has
hovered around the 35 per cent
mark.
“I think if you look at the turnout trends and the comparison,
it’s a hugely beneficial aspect,”
Syed said.
“Just the convenience of it is
a huge aspect. And it reaches all
students equally, not just those
on campus,” echoed Casher.
However Laurier has seen a
steady decline in voter turnout
since the implementation of online voting. When it was implemented in 2011, the voter turnout was at 35 per cent. Howver,
in the recent 2015 election, it was
over 10 per cent lower.
McLean said the electronic
voting system is not the reason
for the decline.
“The decline in voter turnout
is a trend not unique to Laurier,”
McLean said. “There are different trends suggesting that people
are disengaged in the electoral
process, whether that it be at the
university, municipal, provincial
level. It’s really hard to point to
what it is.”
Laurier has also seen a decrease in presidential candidates
in recent years, going from five
candidates in 2013 with a 29.8
per cent turnout to two candidates in 2015.
Voter turnout doesn’t seem to
be connected to a lack of marketing, as Casher, McLean and Syed

all said their respective students’
unions and societies use all advertising facets available.
“While our elections team
does a lot to advertise the election ... it’s actually the team’s
campaigns that do a lot to bring
awareness to elections and I
think they’re a large part of voter
turnout, as well,” Casher said.
He also explained during the
voting period, the elections team
runs incentives with student
services, offering a free coffee or
tea if people vote.
They also use different theme
campaigns, like “my first time”
to get students engaged through
videos and marketing resources.
Queen’s and McMaster also
advertise through their student
newspapers, the Queen’s Journal
and The Silhouette respectively.
Lack of political engagement
across all universities seems to
be a trend, with schools like the
University of Waterloo with approximately 30,000 undergraduate students only getting an 11
per cent turnout at their 2014
election.
Brock University, with approximately 17,000 undergraduate
students, had a 25 per cent turnout at their 2014 election despite
only having one presidential
candidate.
“Compared to schools with a
similar size, engagement is quite
good [at Laurier], but we would
like to see the number go higher,”
McLean explained. “But then it’s
a question of whether you want
more students to vote or do you
want more informed voters. And
I feel here at Laurier at lot of our
voters are very engaged in the
process and are informed of who
they are voting for.”

STUDENTS’ UNION
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VP hiring begins
KAITLYN SEVERIN
LEAD REPORTER

Less than a week has passed
since the Wilfrid Laurier University Students’ Union elections,
yet president-elect Olivia Matthews is already working hard
on hiring vice-presidents and
getting prepared before the start
of her term on May 1.
“It’s pretty tiring but I can’t
complain. I keep saying that to
people: that I might be tired, but
I can’t complain because I’m
honestly just so excited,” said
Matthews, who won the election
last Thursday with 72.74 per cent
of the vote, the highest number
of votes historically for a president-elect.
Matthews and the Students’
Union have already started interviewing potential vice-presidents
of various departments, such as
finance and administration and
programming and services.
Applications for vice-president
roles were due on Feb. 6 and
interviews started Sunday morning.
She could not disclose how
many applicants have been
interviewed so far, but said
there hasn’t been a shortage of
candidates for positions at both
the Waterloo and Brantford
campuses.
The Union has also imple-

mented a different hiring process
in their interviews with applicants.
“What I have been explained
is that there is a different process
interview wise,” she explained.
“It’s not completely STARRbased but we do have some
STARR questions in there. The
interviews are long interviews. I
respect the candidates for coming out to do them, and they put
their research in, which is very
exciting.”
Matthews’ plan for hiring vicepresidents is to bring in “experts”
in the specific department they
have applied for. Her goal is to
make sure there is cooperation
between all of the departments.
“I’m hiring a team that can
work well together because if we
don’t have cooperation between
the departments, we won’t have
a successful year,” she explained.
Before she begins her term,
Matthews is having meetings
with members of the Union and
thinking of ways to bring out her
platform and fulfill her administrative duties.
“I’m excited to put a plan in
place so I can both fulfill my
duties administratively, like in
meetings and in representing
students, but also fulfilling the
promise that I made to students
to be a visible aspect of the Students’ Union.”
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A $1-million donation from Bill Webb will go toward the construction of the Global Innovation Exchange building, which will be home to the school of business and economics and mathematics.

Donation to aid in construction
Laurier alumnus Bill Webb donated $1 million to the new Global Innovation Exchange building
ANDREA PATSIAOUROS
STAFF WRITER

Bill Webb, a Wilfrid Laurier
University alumnus and his wife,
Agnes Wong, have made a $1
million donation to the school of
business and economics.
Webb said the motivation behind the donation is accredited
to the extensive social and educational exposure he gained from
his years at Laurier that helped
launch his career. He currently
works in Toronto, but continues
to support the university through
continuous involvement.
“I got a terrific business education,” Webb explained. “My
family is in a position where we
would like to give back.”

Webb is hopeful students will
gain the same level of opportunity he had. The international
opportunities the new building
will provide a home for will do
just that, he hopes.
The contribution is going
towards the cost the Global Innovation Exchange building, an
initiative that will cost a total of
$103 million, said Robert Donelson, vice-president of development and alumni relations.
The building was originally
intended to be completed in
September of this year, but has
been delayed until January 2016.
The delay is partly due to the
harsh winter season from last
year, Donelson explained.
Of the $103 million, $72.6

million has been given to the
university by the province of Ontario. The remaining $30 million
are private costs, which will be
raised by the university. Webb’s
donation is a portion of this cost
that will go strictly to the new
building.
The money will help fund
the international opportunities
Webb spoke of and new programmatic growth.
For his contribution, a classroom on the main floor of the
building will be named in honour of Webb and his wife.
After the donation, roughly
$29 million is left to be raised.
Donelson explained that this is
where the marketing campaign,
“building Canada’s best business

school,” comes into play. It is
geared towards raising the extra
construction cost of the new
building.
Although the total sum of $103
million is solely intended for the
cost of the building, additional
growth in the school of business and economics will also be
gained through this campaign.
SBE is pursuing an added $20
million as part of the growing
campaign that will provide support for international opportunities, internships, professorships
and chairs.
“This campaign is not only
supporting the construction cost
but supporting the programmatic needs within the school of
business,” said Donelson.

WLUSU ELECTIONS

SBESS levy fee raise
voted down by students
MARISSA EVANS
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

Business students voted “no” to
the School of Business and Economics Students’ Association’s
referendum question, despite
a campaign called “Vote Yes.”
The question proposed a raise of
the compulsory non-tuition fee,
which funds the extra-curricular
activities in the school of business and economics.
The fee was to be raised from
$21.25 per student to $57.25.
“I was disappointed,” said
SBESS president Evan Little. “I
thought it would pass.”
The question failed with 57 per
cent against the fee raise with a
difference of 179 votes.
“I don’t really understand why
it was voted down because it was
a very incremental increase,”
said Julia Schafrick, a fourth-year
business student. “What’s an
extra couple bucks in the grand
scheme of your tuition?”
Samantha Sousa, a fourthyear business student, said she
believes students just weren’t
informed on what the levy fee
goes towards.
“They didn’t think about what
actually was involved,” Sousa
said, noting that people likely
saw that it would be more money
and shot it down.
1,397 Waterloo SBE students
voted in the election, which is a

“We said right from the
beginning, if this wasn’t
something students
wanted then the votes
would reflect that.”
-Evan Little, SBESS president

34 per cent turnout.
Little agreed that in general it’s
difficult to convince students to
support a fee raise. Proof of this,
he explained, is that the referendum question about the undergraduate faculty association fee
increase was also voted down.
The Brantford faculty association fee increase for criminology,
leadership and journalism was
the only fee raise to pass.
He said he can understand
that students whom they didn’t
reach through the campaign may
have automatically voted “no” as
soon as they saw the question on
their ballot.
“This was always the fear. The
students we didn’t reach were
going in blind and so when they
go in blind to this question,
they’re like do you want this
increased by this amount — I
mean the natural reaction is to
be like no,” Little said.
According to Little, students

don’t even know they are being
charged a compulsory nontuition fee in the first place.
“I think the big push of this
campaign, or what came out of it
is that it was education,” he said.
“I think students now know there
is a fee and that’s how this stuff
gets funded, which I think is a
good first step.”
He said he felt the campaigning for the fee raise went well.
Their team had many positive
interactions with students who
approached their booth.
“There weren’t many vocal students who were against us. There
were a few that questioned it, but
I think through conversation it
was resolved.”
Despite the question being
voted down, Little said they will
still try to actualize plans they
said they would do with the
increase.
“All that means is it’s a reallocation of dollars because it’s
a fixed pie, so now we’re going
to move some resources from
certain things and put them into
new events and take back from
past events that we’ve run.”
Little continued that at the end
of the day it was up to students to
decide whether they wanted the
fee increase.
“We said right from the beginning, if this wasn’t something
students wanted then the votes
will reflect that.”

POSTGRADUATE
CERTIFICATE
FROM MEDIA PLANNING AND
MANAGEMENT TO ACCOUNT
COORDINATION AND SALES, THIS
PROGRAM OFFERS THE UNIQUE
SKILLS YOU WILL NEED TO LAUNCH
YOUR CAREER AS ACCOUNT
COORDINATOR, MEDIA SALES
REPRESENTATIVE, MEDIA BUYER,
MEDIA PLANNER, AND MANY
OTHER EXCITING CAREER OPTIONS.

business.humber.ca/postgrad

“My family is in a position
where we would like to
give back.”

-Bill Webb, Laurier alumnus
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Election
night recap
Olivia Matthews elected with most
votes for president-elect in history
SHELBY BLACKLEY
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

With the highest vote totals for a
president-elect in Wilfrid Laurier
University Students’ Union history, Olivia Matthews was named
president and CEO last Thursday.
With 72.74 per cent of the vote
and 2,868 total votes, Matthews
claimed the position over candidate Frank Cirinna. The secondmost votes for a president-elect
in history was Michael Onabolu
in 2012 with 2,592.
4,138 students cast their ballots on Feb. 4 and 5, equating to
approximately 24.2 per cent of
the student body. 46 students
spoiled their ballots, with 203
abstaining from voting for a
presidential candidate.
Turnout decreased slightly;
in 2014 with three presidential
candidates, turnout was 25.57
per cent.
“On top of the world,” Matthews said of how she felt after
the announcement Thursday.
“That’s an honest answer.”
Matthews contributed her win
to her team, who she took time
after the announcement to individually hug and congratulate.
“I wouldn’t have changed anything, hopefully, now that I’ve
won. I think it went very well.”

Cirinna was the only other
candidate in the election for
presidency. Dave Patterson withdrew from the race the Monday
before the results. Cirinna garnered 27.26 per cent of the vote.
“I kind of expected the result …
this might upset some people for
me to say this, but I didn’t come
into this election thinking I was
going to win. The odds were like,
legitimately not in my favour,”
Cirinna said after the announcement.
“If the most qualified person
actually won the Students’ Union
elections year after year, the past
Students’ Union presidents —
going back six years as far as I
can count — would be me, Chandler Jolliffe, Chris Walker, Mike
Onabolu — who did win — Matt
Park and then Kory Preston,” he
continued.
At 11:30 p.m. — significantly
earlier than the year previous
when results weren’t announced
until almost 2 a.m. — Kaipa Bhraucha, assistant chief returning
officer, and Matt McLean, chair
of the board and chief governing
officer, announced the results
for the School of Business and
Economics Students’ Society
president, all eight referendum
questions, board of governors,
senate, board of directors and

WILL HUANG/PHOTO EDITOR

President-elect Olivia Matthews celebrates her victory while Frank Cirinna is consoled by his campaign supporters.

president and CEO.
Vanessa Buttinger defeated
Shadi Varkiani for SBESS president, who will also start May 1.
Kanwar Brar and Trevor
Thompson were elected to Senate, while Derek Worden, Ryley
Fletcher, Sujaay Jagannathan
and Abdiasis Issa were elected
to the board in the first, second,
seventh and eighth rounds,
respectively.
They will join acclaimed directors Colin Aitchison, Kanwar
Brar, Matt DeSumma, Nick
DeSumma, Giovanni Giuga, Andrew Harris, Melody Parton and
Jonathan Ricci.
“I’m so excited. Especially to
hear [I was elected] first round —
that just felt great,” Worden said.
Jagannathan will be one of five
returning directors to the board,
an increase from two last year.

He said he believes his biggest
role is going to be to “use the
experience to enhance the role of
the director” and act as a mentor
for the seven first-time directors.
Brantford directors, Matt DeSumma, Nick DeSumma, Parton
and Fletcher, will now represent
one third of the board.
“I mean a third of the board being from Brantford is the biggest
by far that they’ve ever seen,”
Fletcher said.
“From Brantford I feel that
Waterloo under-represents the
Brantford campus and I am beyond happy that Brantford now
represents a third of the board.”
Three referenda questions failed:
the SBESS levy fee raise; the
Waterloo faculty association fee;
and the Brantford faculty association fee for programs that are
not criminology, leadership and

journalism.
The remaining five passed:
Daughters for Life fee; Brantford
association fee for criminology, leadership and journalism;
Brantford student life levy; and
the two constitutional amendments.
Bharucha said she was pleased
with the way the campaign
period went, commending the
candidates’ professionalism.
“The thing I’m most proud of
is the candidates’ behaviour and
how they were all really great
sports with each other,” she said.
“Something we told them
before is you’re running together.
Again, not everyone is getting every position … [but] they have to
support each other just like they
ask other students to do.”
–With files from Marissa Evans
and Kaitlyn Severin
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Legion prepares for move

Waterloo branch to move from Regina Street North to Marsland Drive by July
CONNOR WARD
LEAD REPORTER

The Waterloo Branch of the Royal
Canadian Legion has announced
they are preparing to move to a
new site in the city. The Legion
Hall, which is currently located
at 19 Regina Street North, will be
moving to 316 Marsland Drive by
July 1.
The primary reason for the
move is the financial restraints
the Waterloo Legion branch is
currently facing. The Legion has
seen declining membership in
recent years and has also come
across a number of repairs and
renovations that would have to
be done to maintain their current
facility.
“We used to have about 1,500
members, now we have 600, so
our needs are much less now
than they were then,” said branch
president Charlotte Daniel. “We
have a very old, big building on
19 Regina St., somewhere in the
neighbourhood of 10,000 square
feet. It’s just way bigger and more
expensive to operate than what
we need now.”
The Waterloo Legion opened
its doors in 1952 at its current
location and was purchased with
the assistance of Tom Seagram,
son of famous Waterloo distiller
and politician Joseph E. Seagram.
Since then, the Legion’s mission has been to aid current and
former members of the military
and their families. They have
also been active in helping local
charities.
“Our central focus is to have
a place where current veterans,
such as the ones from Afghanistan and the younger military

Winterloo kicks off
this weekend
Uptown Waterloo will play
host to the annual Winterloo
festival this weekend, kicking
off Saturday morning.
The festival will include
activities such as a 40-foot
ice slide, dog sled rides, chili
cook-off, ice carvings and
hockey games, among others.
The ice slide, a crowd
favourite, was crowdfunded
after organizers worried that
not enough sponsor money
was coming in. Winter Festival Board chair Tracey Weiler
started a page on Indiegogo
in December to raise $15,000.
The page has raised over
$17,000 so far.

“Sensory Screening”
this Saturday

WILL HUANG/PHOTO EDITOR

The Waterloo Legion branch at 19 Regina Street North boasts around 10,000 square feet for their 600 members.

members, can come and feel
comfortable and have like-minded people to chat and engage
with. It’s a place for them and
their families first and foremost,”
said Daniel. “We also work together with the poppy campaign
to help veterans who suffer from
[post-traumatic stress disorder]
or need assistance in any way
physically or emotionally.”
Another major community
involvement by the Legion is
the Why We Remember Week,
a weeklong event centred on
educating Waterloo’s school

FROM COVER

Waterloo ranked
third in romance
-cover
and eighth for jewelry.
Victoria Gee, a fourth-year communication studies student at
Wilfrid Laurier University, disagrees with Amazon’s rankings.
“I think it’s really disturbing that Amazon would even
attempt to measure romance
through the purchase and consumption of goods,” she said.
“Now I am led to believe that
romance is an artificial creation
just to stimulate the economy.”
She argued that the most
romantic purchases aren’t cliché
Valentine’s gifts, but instead
show your significant other you
really care about their interests.
“Romance and gift giving is
about showing a person that you
know who they are and that you
pay attention to the details about
them,” she continued. “How can
Amazon track that?”
Phillip Litwack, a fourth-year
psychology student at Laurier
agreed with Gee.
“I strongly feel it is wrong
and invalid to determine how
romantic a population is based
on how much money they spend
on cliché items,” he said. “It’s apparent that Amazon attempted
to analyze their consumer trends
and struck out on their conclu-

K-W IN BRIEF

“Now I am led to believe
that romance is an artificial
creation just to stimulate
the economy.”

-Victoria Gee, fourth-year
communication studies student

sions.”
However, Waterloo mayor
Dave Jaworsky believes romance
is part of the equation for any
thriving city.
“We are a great mid-sized city
with lots of places where people
meet up,” he explained.
“We have over 50,000 students
in Waterloo ... perhaps they are
going out, meeting new people
and forming new and possibly
long-lasting relationships.”
He described his ideal day
with his wife to consist of a bike
ride and a picnic — an act of romance that does not involve the
consumption of cliché goods.
With Valentine’s Day just
around the corner, it’s up to the
residents of Waterloo to decide
if the city does in fact cater to
romance.

children.
“It’s really an educational
presentation to school kids. We
talk about the importance of
remembering what happened in
past wars, as well as the current
military functions like our peacekeeping,” said Daniel.
The Legion will also continue
to offer its space for rent and facilitate social events like Sunday
brunches, as they always have.
“Everyone is welcome,” said
Daniel. “And I hope that they
stop by when we finish our move
and check out our new location.”

“We used to have about
1,500 members, now we
have 600, so our needs are
much less now than they
were then.”
-Waterloo branch president
Charlotte Daniel

Waterloo’s Galaxy Cinema
at Conestoga Mall will be
participating in a screening
program for people with autism spectrum disorder.
Cineplex Entertainment
and Autism Speaks Canada
are launching the new
Sensory Friendly Screenings
program on Saturday with a
few select theatres across the
country.
2D projection, increased
theatre lighting, lower volume, smaller crowds and a
“calm zone” will be provided
for patrons. Screenings will
take place earlier in the
morning before the theatre is
open.
The Spongebob Movie:
Sponge Out of Water will be
the first screening for the
program at 10:30 a.m. this
Saturday.
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ACROSS

boat
9- Blood letters
10- Bodily organ
11- Biblical spy
12- Counting everything
13- Bridal path
21- Bakery worker
23- Insane female
24- Drive forward
25- Quit
26- China's Zhou ___
27- Fence of stakes
28- Chat room chuckle
30- Secret agents
31- Yield
34- Fish-eating eagle
36- Put into law
37- Hostess Mesta
38- Cornered
43- Filthy place
44- Stadium din
47- Of little width
49- Ascending
50- Windows predecessor
51- Alamogordo's county
52- Informative
53- Psychics claim to have a sixth
one
55- Architectural pier
56- Sci-fi author Frederik
59- Exclamation of relief
61- French pronoun
62- RR stop
63- Calendar abbr.
64- Med. specialty

1- Put a new price on
6- Brown ermine
11- Spy org.
14- Gandhi's land
15- Singer Bryson
16- Tropical cuckoo bird
17- Class of Indian society
18- Brother of Moses
19- Part of UNLV
20- Rings of a chain
22- Sniff
24- Tool to break solid water
28- Legally responsible
29- Threaten
30- Reprimand
32- Dark cloud
33- Drive away
35- Cried
39- Morales of "NYPD Blue"
40- Clear (of )
41- Doozy
42- Hula hoops?
43- Facial expression used by
Elvis Presley
45- Female horse
46- Pays to play
48- Delphic shrine
50- Second day of the week
53- Hallowed
54- Guide
55- Copycats
57- Condensed moisture
58- Babbled
60- "Who's there?" reply
65- Surgery sites, briefly
66- Vows
67- ___ your life!
68- Non-dairy milk
69- Large marine mammal
70- Huge

FEB. 4 SOLUTION

DOWN
1- Rocker Ocasek
2- Bambi's aunt
3- NFL scores
4- Small island
5- Irish tongue
6- Slap
7- Furniture wood
8- Long objects used to row a

pizza + movie night!
medium
2 topping pizza

10

+free $

2 for 1 movie
admission from

99

Call, Click or Come In
(519)

Crossword
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#ShareTheMoment
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Sudoku

POSTGRADUATE
CERTIFICATE

FROM ARBITRATION TO COMMUNITY
OUTREACH, THIS PROGRAM OFFERS
THE UNIQUE SKILLS YOU WILL
NEED TO LAUNCH YOUR CAREER
AS AN ARBITRATOR, CONCILIATOR,
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS OFFICER,
MEDIATOR AND MANY OTHER
EXCITING CAREER OPTIONS.

business.humber.ca/postgrad

POSTGRADUATE
CERTIFICATE

THIS PROGRAM OFFERS A CLEAR
PATHWAY TO CAREERS IN THE
LUCRATIVE FINANCIAL PLANNING
INDUSTRY. IT PROVIDES STUDENTS
WITH A BROAD RANGE OF
FINANCIAL, BUSINESS AND SOFT
SKILLS, PLUS THE OPPORTUNITY
TO EARN THE LICENCES AND
DESIGNATIONS THAT EMPLOYERS
ARE LOOKING FOR.

business.humber.ca/postgrad

TRANSFER TO QUEEN’S
Learn more: queensu.ca/transfer
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[From left-right] SBESS president-elect Vanessa Buttinger and WLUSU president-elect Olivia Matthews after they were declared the winners of their respective presidential races.

ELECTION NIGHT AT WILF’S
On Feb. 5, Wilf’s filled with candidates and campaign teams anxiously awaiting election results

ANDREAS PATSIAOUROS/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER, WILL HUANG/PHOTO EDITOR

[From left-right] Graduate Students’ Association chief returning officer Patrick Schertzer with incoming members of the WLUSU board of directors Jonathan Ricci, Abdiasis Issa and Giovanni
Guiga; incoming director Derek Worden celebrating being elected in the first round; incoming member of Senate and board of governors Trevor Thompson.

WILL HUANG/PHOTO EDITOR, HEATHER DAVIDSON/PHOTO EDITOR, ANDREAS PATSIAOUROS/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

[Clockwise from left] Matthews hugging current president Sam Lambert; candidate Frank Cirinna with his campaign team; the crowd at Wilf’s; Matthews celebrating her win with champagne.
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New album not a ‘trope’

Ron Hawkins accepts new recording style and old band
BRYAN STEPHENS
ARTS & LIFE EDITOR

For his latest release, Ron
Hawkins and his band the Do
Good Assassins decided to try
something new.
After an invitation by Revolution Recordings in Toronto to
try a day of recording, Hawkins
realized they had something
incredible on their hands.
“My intention was to do five
songs and make an EP out of it,”
he said. “So we came home with
it and it was amazing and I was
amazed at the band’s ability to
play off the floor and the vocals
off the floor.”
The live-off-the-floor recording technique the band used at
the studio refers to the drums,
bass, guitar and vocals, which are
are all recorded at the same time
with everyone in the room.
This means if one person
makes a mistake, everyone has to
start from the beginning.
Hawkins said recording offthe-floor was exciting and “felt
like it was 1965 or something.”
The result of their time at
Revolution was Garden Songs,
released Feb. 3 on Pheromone

Recordings.
Hawkins said that while making the record there wasn’t a specific plan for writing the songs,
calling it an “organic” process.
“That’s why we called it Garden Songs. There seems to be an
organic sense of how it’s played
and how the band approached
it and this sense of not a lot of
trickery involved.”
Several songs, such as the
album opener “Peace and Quiet,”
brings to mind very specific
details about Toronto, the city
the album was recorded in and
where Hawkins is from.
But he cautioned about it
being entirely influenced by the
city.
“It could have been written in
any other town but it’s specifically about [neighbourhoods in
Toronto]. Its such a cinematic
place holds a mythological place
in my mind,” Hawkins said.
The Do Good Assassins will be
playing at Starlight this Thursday,
followed by a few other dates
across Southern Ontario.
Though Hawkins has been
playing music live for the past
25 years, this tour holds some
special meaning.

On top of a set by the Do Good
Assassins each night of the tour,
Hawkins will also be drawing
material from his first band The
Lowest of the Low, which gained
popularity in the early 1990s.
“Everyone who leaves a popular cooperative and then goes on
their own is chased and haunted
by their successes of the past.”
Hawkins recalled when he was
touring with The Rusty Nails, a
band he formed in the late 90s,
it was disheartening to him to
hear requests for The Lowest of
The Low.
Although he has overcome
those hesitations, he still marks a
difference from his former band.
“I kind of have to sing them
like covers. My voice is higher
and thinner then it was back
then. I think the years have
changed my voice for the better,
but I have to approach the songs
like they aren’t me.”
“There is something great
about songwriting which is that
it can thrust you back into that
place, kind of transports you.”
On top of coming to terms with
his former band, Hawkins also
stressed an important lesson he
has learned over the years.

CONTRIBUTED IMAGE

“I learned a lot from my time
busking in Toronto, such as you
have to get a rise out of people,
whether in a good or bad way,”
he said. “But I think that’s what
I’ve learned in the long haul, that
it can’t just be people standing at
a recording player. There has to
be an experience of people.”
With the release of Garden
Songs and the upcoming tour

dates, Hawkins doesn’t want
people to think he has moved
beyond writing rock music.
“I think a lot of people think
it’s a trope with the new record,
that I’m getting older. But the
next album I’m planning to do is
a full-blown rock explosion. The
next record is almost ready to go
and I’m hyper excited to get it
going this year.”

RESTAURANTS

Where to eat on Valentine’s Day
Food and love have always been close companions. Where you take your date to eat can really
determine how the rest of your night goes, especially on Valentine’s Day

The Bauer Kitchen

Red House

Famoso Neapolitan Pizzeria

Wildcraft

The Bauer Kitchen has a reputation for
being one of the highest quality restaurants in Waterloo. While you won’t find
a cheap meal here, the food is definitely
well worth the prices.
They describe their cuisine as “Soho
inspired” and have familiar menu items
like nachos and burgers, but also more
upscale options like striploin steak,
gourmet pizzas and duck confit. Their
menu also includes a rather extensive
drink selection.
While their regular menu will be
available on Valentine’s Day, there will
also be special features available such
as a pork and duck duo and a seafood
dish. The Bauer Kitchen’s delicious food
and dimly-lit atmosphere is bound to
make any date one to remember.

Head chef of Red House Dan McCowan
got his start within the Charcoal Group
as the head chef of both Del Dante and
The Bauer Kitchen. That being said, Red
House has the outstanding cuisine of
big name Charcoal Group restaurants
without all the theatrics.
Red House is intimate, cozy and
is located in an area that takes you
away from all the hustle and bustle of
uptown Waterloo. For Valentine’s Day,
the menu will include sablefish, a lamb
trio, chicken and lobster. They also
offer an outstanding Saturday brunch,
so if Valentine’s Day dinner seems too
overwhelming you can have a romantic
brunch instead.

Pizza and romance go hand in hand.
There’s something about melted cheese
and carbs that make any Valentine’s Day
perfect. Famoso is definitely the least
overwhelming of all the options listed.
While it’s not your average Pizza Hut,
Famoso offers fantastic gourmet pizzas
without blowing your budget or listing
ingredients you can’t pronounce.
They also have an incredible choice of
Italian salads such as Caprese and Napoli, as well as several different choices of
fire roasted pizzas such as basic, Korean
BBQ pork and spicy Thai.
Famoso is the most inexpensive on
this list, while still maintaining the
intimate, cozy atmosphere that you and
your significant other look for on Valentine’s Day.

Wildcraft has been my restaurant of
choice for the past two Valentine’s Days.
They have a lot of great shareable starters and salads that make it possible to
have a delicious meal without having to
buy a $30 steak.
Several of Wildcraft’s menu items
have an Asian flare, such as taro chip
nachos and short rib antijitos, but there
are also familiar basics such as fettuccine and burgers. For Valentine’s Day,
Wildcraft will also have specials such as
rainbow trout, lamb shank and sweet
and spicy chicken.
-Compiled by Bethany Bowles

PHOTOS BY WILL HUANG/PHOTO EDITOR
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Novels to look forward to this winter

Binary Star
By: Sarah Gerard
Release date: January 5

The Just City
By: Jo Walton
Release date: January 15

Binary stars are systems of dual
stars that orbit around a common center of mass. If the stars
are close enough, matter can
be transferred through tidal
forces which may boost the stars’
evolutions to stages that are
unattainable for single stars. In
Binary Star, Sarah Gerard reflects
the relationships of these star
systems onto the lives of two
long-distance lovers whose addictions and illnesses fuel each
other’s weaknesses.
The book is a novel-length
prose poem in which the narrator, a young woman struggling
with anorexia and inundated
with her alcoholic boyfriend,
spins through a deploring culture
and glorified articles of “quick
fixes” in tabloid magazines that
reinforce their sicknesses.

Created as an experiment by
the goddess Pallas Athene, the
Just City is an approximation of
Plato’s Republic set on a Mediterranean island and populated
by over 10,000 children, a few
hundred scholars and philosophers from across time and robots from the far future. Through
discussion and compromise, the
society is set up as community
where every soul is free to strive
for excellence.
Told from the perspectives of a
bluestocking from the 1800s, an
Egyptian farmer’s daughter and
a reincarnated human Apollo,
The Just City explores concerns
of power, free will and equality
inside a rigorously structured society of Plato’s imagined utopia.

Trigger Warning: Short
Fictions and Disturbances
By: Neil Gaiman
Release date: February 3
Trigger Warning: Short Fictions and Disturbances is New
York Times bestselling author
Neil Gaiman’s third collection
of short fiction. The anthology
includes previously published
pieces of short stories, a Doctor
Who piece written for the 50th
anniversary of the television
show as well as “Black Dog,” an
original story set in the world of
his novel, American Gods, written exclusively for this collection.

Disgruntled
By: Asali Solomon
Release date: February 3

A Darker Shade of Magic
By: V.E. Schwab
Release date: February 24

At just eight years old, Kenya
Curtis feels the growing isolation of her “otherness” in her
unconventional upbringing.
Despite attending a school that
is populated predominantly by
black children, she is singled out
for her peculiar blackness — she,
unlike the other kids, celebrate
is Kwanzaa and is forbidden
from reciting the Pledge of Allegiance. In a cutting portrait of
Philadelphia in the late 80’s and
early 90’s, Disgruntled follows
Kenya’s coming-of-age in a story
that explores the double-binds of
race while highlighting the ways
in which religion, class and race
tangle with one girl’s journey
from childhood to adolescence.

Set in a series of parallel universes, A Darker Shade of Magic
details a series of fantastical versions of London: dirty and boring
Grey London, ruled by King
George and lacking in magic;
the flourishing empire of Red
London, where magic is revered;
White London, where the throne
is claimed through bloodshed
and magic drains the city to its
very bones and the unspeakable
Black London.
Kell is a Traveler — a magician
who can travel between parallel
universes — and the adopted
Prince of Red London who is
in charge of communication
between the royals of each London. On the side, Kell smuggles
those who are willing to pay for a
glimpse of an unknown world.
–Compiled by Lena Yang
ALL IMAGES CONTRIBUTED
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Escaping stereotypes
Despite it being 2015, backhanded racism still exists all
around us. Even at Laurier, stereotyping is prevalent

POSTGRADUATE
CERTIFICATE
JASMINE AULT
STAFF WRITER

FROM RETAIL MANAGEMENT
TO LOGISTICS: THIS PROGRAM
OFFERS THE UNIQUE SKILLS YOU
WILL NEED TO LAUNCH YOUR
CAREER AS A FASHION BUYER,
BRAND MANAGER, PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT MANAGER,
VISUAL MERCHANDISER
AND MANY OTHER EXCITING
CAREER OPTIONS.

business.humber.ca/postgrad

Seeing as it is now 2015, you
would think this would mean the
end of injustices toward different races, intolerance to LGBTQ
people and the end of all seemingly patriarchal values. Despite
this being the way things should
be, this absolutely is not always
the case in our modern society.
As a black female student who
was raised in the predominantly
white suburb of Oakville, a form
of backhanded racism has always
played a large role in my life.
Simply put, moving on to
higher education seemed like the
way to escape my surroundings
of little racist jabs here and there.
It has become abundantly
obvious after almost four years
of undergraduate education
surrounded by students coming
from various backgrounds and
educations, that a whisper of
racism still sadly exists at Wilfrid
Laurier University. I understand
not everyone is ignorant or uses
racial slurs, however these are
some of the slurs I’ve encountered around campus in the last

four years.
Exclaiming and pointing
excitedly, “Oh look! It’s your
sister/brother!” while pointing
to a random unsuspecting black
student is not funny. If I have
had to painfully laugh along to
hurtful comments such as these,
I am sure I am not the only one.
By hearing statements like this
one, it perpetuates stereotypes,
further instilling a gap between
whites and blacks, and it is simply unfair and always will be.
Poking, petting and staring
are all things you do at a zoo to
an animal, not on a university
campus to a human being. So by
asking, “Why is your hair different?” followed by asking if you
can simply “just touch it” can
ostracize and demean a person
far more than you think. Pointing out differences ultimately
implies that you think it is in
someway abnormal, making you
and your thoughts to be normal
or right.
Assuming we all can twerk is
again, a form of stereotyping,
and demeans women’s beautiful bodies and choices to dance
however they please.
No, we do not all love Obama. I
do, but not all of us do.
When we’re applying sunscreen on the beach don’t look
so mortified. Asking, “Why
are you putting sunscreen on,

you can’t burn,” sounds just as
ridiculous as asking why we’re
putting our seat belts on in a car.
Excuse us for not begging for
melanoma: we have skin therefore it can burn.
By saying, “You’re basically
white,” or, “You talk so white”
implies that despite the fact we
are both at the same university
getting a higher education you
somehow can’t believe a black
person can sound so educated
like a white person.
Stating your grandparents or
parents would have a problem
with you dating a black person,
so you won’t, is a blatant example of ignorance on both their
parts and yours.
At a high school level, hearing
these jabs from people I considered friends was difficult to bare,
but at the university level it is
unacceptable.
Despite many of these comments not intentionally coming
from a place of hate, it can eventually break a person down. It is
important to bring these issues
up, especially during a month
to celebrate the lives of black
history and its individuals, and to
note the importance of how far
we have come.
Keep this list in mind before you hurt the feelings of
those surrounding you in your
community.
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Hilde Lambrechts’s ceramic scuplture “Petrified Forest” tries to show the beauty of biological strucutres on both macroscopic and microscopic levels based on various tree species.

Using art to discuss ecological themes
BRYAN STEPHENS
ARTS & LIFE EDITOR

Nature is often seen as a harsh
and cruel physical force. The
latest exhibit at the Canadian
Clay and Glass Gallery, Exquisite
Woods, aims to take this deposition and expose artistic nature of
the environment.
“Nature is a foreign, weird
place where you see dead birds
and insects and it’s an uncomfortable place,” said the exhibit
curator Christian Bernard Singer.
“But it’s also beautiful and magical and it reminds us of this cylindrical nature of our own lives.”
Singer noted part of what drew
him to do this exhibit was the architecture of the Clay and Glass
Gallery.
“I often look for works that
respond directly to the architecture and would be interesting in

“I see artists as kinds of
philosophers and
modern-day court jesters.”

- Christian Bernard Singer,
exhibit curator

that space. I want to create an
environment in that space where
people feel like the work really
belongs there.”
The exhibit is a collection
of four artists’ work — MarieAndrée Côté, Hilde Lambrechts,
Paula Murray and Grace Nickel.
Singer said having a small group
of artists to work on an exhibit
is the best way to work with a
theme.

“It’s about picking a scene
and unpacking it from a variety
of perspectives. Working with
a small group of artists allows
for each artist to show different
perspectives towards a singular
theme.”
For the Exquisite Woods
exhibit, Singer said some of the
work was created specifically for
the gallery. He said he wanted
the works to respond directly to
the theme he is trying to convey,
which in this case is trees.
The exhibit tries to unpack
ecological themes through the
ceramic art installations of artists.
Singer said while a lot of
people have lost touch with the
environment we live it, artists
have not.
“We’ve lost touch in the Western world with the natural world.
Artists have not lost touch. They

are constantly trying to remind
us of this.”
Singer believes art is a good
way to discuss these ecological
themes.
“I see artists as a kinds of philosophers and modern-day court
jesters. The court jester always
told the truth to the king and
queen, often in a humourous
way,” he said.
“When you see an artwork,
you might respond to it in one
way and someone might respond
to it completely differently and
I think both of these responses
are good and true. Once an artists has steeped away, they have
done their work.”
The exhibit opened at the Clay
and Glass Gallery on Jan. 18 and
will remain active until Mar. 15.
So far, the reaction to the exhibit
has been positive.
“I’ve spoken to some people

and they have been really blown
away by the show. The responses
have been about how well it
has been installed, how it looks
in the space and the range of
colours and textures.”
While Singer would love to see
the exhibit travel once its tenure
at the Clay and Glass Gallery is
done, he also understands that
moving the suspended installations in the exhibit would be
difficult to do.
Like other exhibits he has done
at the Clay and Glass Gallery,
Singer hopes that has created an
environment that can “breathe.”
“I try and create some breathing space around the works, so
that the works have their own little space but also a natural space.
I strive to find a way for people
to travel through the gallery but
also have a sense that the works
are grounded in the space.”

FESTIVAL

Big Music Fest
looking to
diversify line-up
KATE TURNER
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Big names will be gracing the
stage at Kitchener’s McLennan
Park this summer.
On Tuesday morning Big Music Fest organizers held a press
conference at Kitchener City Hall
to announce the lineup for this
year’s festival.
Joining them were Kitchener
mayor Barry Vrbanovic and
Member of Provincial Parliament
Daiene Vernile to welcome the
festival to the city for the second
time.
Big Music Fest president Mark
Higgins announced that Rod
Stewart will be headlining the
weekend-long event on it’s final
night.
Joining him will be Blondie
and Mark Ballas of Dancing With
the Stars.
Higgins stressed they wanted
to diversify the acts from last
year, which were criticized by
some for being strictly classic
rock. In an attempt to get away
from those classic rock roots,

he announced several hardersounding bands to play the
festival.
Grandfathers of grunge,
Soundgarden, along with Jane’s
Addiction, Buckcherry and Monster Truck will take the stage on
the Saturday night of the event.
Canada’s own Monster Truck,
hailing from Hamilton, Ontario,
won a Juno Award for Breakthrough Group of the Year in
2013 and was recently on tour
with Alice in Chains.
Extreme, known for their hit
“More Than Words,” will also
play Saturday.
The festival was brought to
Kitchener last summer, when
around 60,000 people gathered at McLennan park to hear
Aerosmith, Bryan Adams, Slash,
Collective Soul and Kim Mitchell,
among others.
It had previously been held in
Belleville, Wiarton, Owen Sound
and Bobcaygeon.
More acts will be announced
as the festival — which is set for
July 10-12 — grows closer. Tickets
go on sale Feb. 13.

See where
experience
takes you.

Turn your degree
into a Career.
Tired of lecture halls? Our studio-centred programs will help you put
all that theory into practice. Hone your artistic vision into a career in
as little as eight months.
We offer 13 post-graduate programs, from Arts Management and
Advertising to Film & Television Business and Professional Writing.
And we’re close to downtown Toronto and the city’s creative and
media hubs.
Apply now for Fall 2015. Visit centennialcollege.ca/thecentre

Your creative career starts here
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Will you be my

va l e n t i n e ?

Yes
no
maybe*
*maybe does not mean yes!
What is consent?
It’s more than saying yes or no. It’s about being able
to fully communicate what you want and don’t want
sexually without feeling afraid, pressured, or in any
way coerced. Enthusiastic consent means not only
should a person be free to say yes or no to sex, but that
conditions should be present so that when they say
“yes”, they mean yes!, and that a “no” is welcomed
and respected. In order for enthusiastic consent to
be a possibility, open and honest communication is
required, even in the case of a one-time sexual encounter.

www.lspirg.org/consent
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Editorial

OPINION EDITOR
MOYOSORE AREWA

A reassessement of student participation in elections
The Wilfrid Laurier University
Students’ Union elections have
come and gone and we yet again
feel the need to write about the
abysmal rates of student participation.
This year, the percentage of
voters dropped to 24.34 per cent,
the lowest in the five years since
the voting process was switched
to an electronic system.
Here, we shall point out the
common arguments concerning
student participation, while also
seeking to prescribe a remedy to
this problem that we have so far
been unable to elude.
The first — and perhaps most
overplayed — argument is that
students simply do not care
about who becomes the Students’ Union president or who
gets to represent them on the
board of directors.
Regardless of how overplayed
this argument might be, it happens to be a portion of the truth.
Perhaps this prevalent apathy
can be attributed to the temporariness of the university experience: most students are only
here for four to five years, and
often feel their stay in university
need not translate to political
participation.
That is, they feel so content
with, or indifferent about, their
university experience with respect to the Students’ Union that
they do not see at all the need to
vote anybody into any position.
Moreover, the students — altogether, they have the power to
challenge and engage the Union
— have no idea how or what to
challenge.
They just do not know what the
Union does, nor do they know
— or care to know — why it is relevant. It does not help, especially
regarding the last election’s turnout, that the current president
has been perceivably distant and
less noticeable, thereby widening further the gap between
the Union and the students for
whom they govern.
This issue becomes even more
aggravating when we consider
the rates of participation in
other universities like Queens
and McMaster, or perhaps even
when we consider the participation rates in the SBESS elections.

Unlike the Union, SBESS has
in the last couple of years been
able to engage its students in an
almost mystical way. The SBESS’s
smaller and intimate set-up
(when compared to the Union) is
not reason enough to explain its
ability to engage its students in
ways the Union cannot.
Perhaps, then, it can be said
that the Union, regardless of its
multi-million dollar budget, is
not relevant enough to conjure
widespread student participation because of the decentralization of services tailored towards
students’ experiences. Each
faculty has its own student body;
the athletics department handles
athletics, including intramural
sports and other recreational
programs and services; residential services primarily handles
students in residence; the international office takes care of international students. And so on.
What exactly does the Union
do? 76.66 per cent — the percentage of students who did
not vote this year — either have
no clue what the answer to this
question is, or are indifferent to
it.
The result is that a Union
that claims to be “17,000 voices
strong” can only manage to bring
to its polls 4,000 of those 17,000.
The point here is that without
proactive and creative engagement of students, it is almost impossible for the remaining 76.66
per cent of students who did not
vote this year, for example, to
be coaxed into caring about the
seemingly few responsibilities of
the Union.
How can we reconcile theoretically an apathetic student
body with an equally apathetic
Students’ Union? It is important, of course, that the Union
continues to try vehemently to
win and retain students’ attention; likewise, it is important that
students themselves meet the
Union halfway by paying more
attention to what it does and how
it does it.
This process of reconciliation
must begin during orientation week: the Union must take
charge of explaining its services
and its legitimacy as a corporation to first year students.

These unsigned editorials are based off informal discussions and then agreed
upon by the majority of The Cord’s editorial board, including the Editor-inChief and Opinion Editor. The arguments made may reference any facts that
have been made available through interviews, documents or other sources.
The views presented do not necessarily reflect those of The Cord’s volunteers,
staff or WLUSP.
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The marketable elite
SHELBY BLACKLEY
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

What makes an athlete a marketable one? Is it their style,
their skill? Or is it their gender?
Women don’t get the credit they
deserve, especially in comparison to their male counterparts.
The more I’ve looked at the
comparison between the marketable sports across Canadian
Interuniversity Sport, the more it
becomes troublesome.
For us at Wilfrid Laurier
University, the teams are in an
interesting place. The majority
of Laurier’s marketable sports
— football (which is only offered
on the men’s side), basketball,
soccer and hockey — the women
have done tremendously better.
The women’s basketball team
is currently having one of their
best seasons, the women’s soccer
team is a perennial powerhouse
and the women’s hockey team
has an endless list of accolades
to add to the female resume.
It’s incredible to watch what
they can do. However despite
their success, the ladies are still
not as “marketable.” For example, Laurier held two school
day games this season: one for
hockey and one for basketball.
Despite the great success the
women’s teams were not the
ones to entertain the children,
but the men’s teams.
It’s true that men’s sports have
some qualities that women will

never be able to match up to
due to social stereotypes and
personal preferences.
Speed and intensity is a
hard competition when you’re
entertaining an arena filled with
children who have very small
attention spans.
There are times we all admire
the male performance because
of size and power, and rightfully
so. I oftentimes find myself enjoying the men’s teams because
of the way they play.
But this does not excuse the
consistent lack of coverage or
credit these female athletes get.
McMaster University’s student
newspaper The Silhouette recently ran a story comparing the
men and women’s marketable
sports inequity on their campus.
They even took a jab at themselves, realizing their coverage
heavily favours the males to the
female teams.
Since September 2014, The
Silhouette’s sports section has
had 43 stories on men’s teams,
20 on women’s and seven on the
mixed sports.
While Laurier is certainly an
anomaly with the success of
their female athletes over their
male ones, and it would probably show in the coverage by
The Cord and local media, it’s a
consistent issue everywhere: you
go with what is doing well, with
what you can cover and what will
give you the best story.
We need to be realistic when
we look at this; many schools
that have a skewed male-tofemale ratio have a football team
which have resources constantly
flowing into it.
The majority of athletic finan-

cial aid goes to football first to
ensure the quality of athletes the
school gets will guarantee them
a competitive run at the Vanier
Cup, and therefore more coverage and more attention. It’s the
unfortunate truth of Canadian
university sports.
But there are times when
female athletes in marketable
sports play some of their best
games.
Recently, women’s basketball
star Jylisa Williams from Lakehead posted 50 points, breaking
the Ontario University Athletics
record for most points in a single
game.
If Williams does not get the
coverage she deserves, it further
provokes the consistent gender
inequity that is still present in
sports.
The University of Windsor has
a great opportunity to break the
stigma with a powerful women’s
basketball team — they actually
switch up the times the men’s
and women’s teams play to give
the women the “primetime” slot
on game nights.
Maybe something as subtle
as marketing the women’s game
the same way as men’s is what
the entire conference needs to
do on a continuous basis. It’s not
the solution, but it’s a start. And
unfortunately, I have no solution to this gender conundrum
— inequality is present but there
is no solid foundation to break
the stigma surrounding women’s
sport.
It’s something that comes
with a positive mind frame that
women are just as accomplished
as the men, and it starts with the
infrastructure behind sports.
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Gender stereotypes and Valentine love
DON MORGENSON
COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTOR

It is soon to be Valentine’s Day
and the air will be filled with a
perfumed, blissful buzz in living
rooms, bedrooms and even university classrooms.
Some years ago, my class was
interrupted by florists entering to
deliver large bouquets to two of
my students.
I appeared crestfallen because
none were for me.
On my lectern the following
day, I found a bouquet of colourful pipe cleaners twisted into
flowers.
So we have one day when we
are invited to express our feelings
of affection to people we like —
or even love.
And while I might object to
formalizing affection, it is a fine
sentiment reminding us of how
much we do care about the

people in our lives.
For me however, the sub-text
of Valentine’s Day messages and
their perpetuation of stereotypes
are even more interesting and
such rituals reflect just how our
society thinks about affection for
friends and love for our family
members.
It is a rare thing these days
to sit down and pen a note to
others, expressing our deepest
feelings and affections: obsessed
with texting and e-mails, letter
writing is a thing of the past.
So we buy a Valentine’s Day
card — an abridged, sanitized
expression of our feelings.
While the cards’ messages may
be drained of personal feelings,
they certainly are required reading for a refresher course on how
we have made romance a cliché
and removed all that is mysterious about love.
Rather than informing us on
how to love or be in love, Valentine’s Day cards reveal much
about the social construction of
love and romance but most of
all, they promote glib stereotypes
and make it all very profitable.

Spend a moment or two in
front of those racks of Valentine
cards, and the first thing you
notice is the colour of love is pink
or red.
And wrongly or rightly, Valentine’s Day rituals strongly suggest
a feminine component: red/pink
ribbons, fiery red/pink roses, red
hearts and the like.
And oh yes, those stereotypes!
To a brother, a sister writes: “I
know how much you hate those
mushy, how-much-you-meanto-me stuff, so Happy Valentine’s
Day, Butthead.”
Similarly, another begins: “I
hope you’re not embarrassed by
a card that says something warm
and mushy.”
On the inside it simply says:
“Oatmeal.” No less reassuring,
one card reads: “To my husband
on Valentine’s Day: I know men
have a hard time expressing
their feelings in words, but don’t
worry … That’s what expensive
gifts are for.”
So generally speaking, we
males are yet at some Ice Age
level, groping our cave-ward way
toward more open and honest

Valentines also have
imbedded in them
stereotyped expectations
regarding gender roles.

emotional expressiveness?
Valentines also have imbedded
in them stereotyped expectations
regarding gender roles.
While both parents are appreciated for a general supportive kindness, cards for mothers
often thank her for her hard work
and tender loving infant care;
supposedly, things only she can
offer.
One card says: “For Valentine’s
Day, Mom, here’s something you
don’t have to dust, hang up, fold
and put away. It’s a heart full of
love for the greatest Mom in the
world.”

Cards for Dad are seldom as
specific; it is as if no one is quite
sure what Dads are good for or
exactly sure what Dads should
do.
When cards thank Dad for
something, it’s for hikes taken,
camp outings, shooting a few
hoops or playing catch.
Dad seems to be the always
present, perpetual playmate —
no household drudge is he!
As well, other gender stereotypes emerge: on one card a
woman says: “Happy Valentine’s
Day.
I couldn’t have found a better
husband than you.” Inside is the
punch line: “And you know what
an experienced shopper I am.”
So go right ahead, be a stereotype anarchist.
In this day and age when are
we are recognizing a great variety
of gender identities, my sample
of Valentine’s Day cards lag far
behind.
So whatever your role and
whatever your gender, send
some kind affection to anyone
you love and it will be a very
happy Valentine’s Day for you.

By Levin C. Handy (per http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.pnp/cwpbh.04326) [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons

“ The most certain way
to succeed is always to try
just one more time.”
› Thomas Edison: Relentless Inventiveness
Failure is no biggie. Just ask Edison. If he stopped at failure, he would never have moved
on to invent a little thing called the light bulb. So if you’ve failed a class somewhere else,
or have a scheduling conflict, come on over. You can catch up with our world-recognized
online courses, then move on to bigger successes. Talk about a light bulb moment.

open. online. everywhere.
Learn more at athabascau.ca/edison
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HONY and the rise of community
The case with Vidal’s photo
developed into an outcome
far beyond what one would
have imagined.

KIMBERLY HERNANDEZ
OPINION COLUMNIST

It all started with a photo that
would ultimately change and
inspire one of New York’s poorest
neighbourhoods; in Brownsville,
New York, Brandon Stanton from
the blog Humans of New York
photographed Vidal Chastanet,
a 13-year old student from Mott
Hall Bridges Academy.
Like many of Stanton’s photos
that capture the attention of
many individuals, this one in
particular went viral.
It was not long until Stanton
created a fundraiser that surpassed its initial goal of $100,000
to a remarkable $1 million.
The initiative of thousands of
individuals making the effort to
donate money to an underprivileged school demonstrates how
little things can make a difference.
While it may seem like contributing a small amount of money
may not help, the truth is that
every dollar counts.
All the money raised for Mott
Hall Bridges Academy is being
used to send classes on Harvard
trips each year so they can realize their potential and self-worth,
despite coming from a crimeridden neighbourhood.
The amount of funds raised it
not only gives several classes the
opportunity to go on the Harvard
trips, but it is also being used to
create a summer program and a
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scholarship fund under Vidal’s
name.
The Brownsville school has
received an outpour of messages
from those who made the effort
to reach out.
The Humans of New York blog
has demonstrated the impact it
can have on a community and
the growth that it can trigger.
All the attention the community has received can encourage
students to believe there is more
to them than the area in which
they live and it can give them
motivation to succeed in school.
People from all over the world
are showing their kindness and

sending positive thoughts and
energy to a school that had goals
but was lacking the means to
reach them.
The money raised will significantly help Mott Hall Bridges
Academy create programs that
they feel will benefit the students
and drive them to see themselves
as leaders of the future.
Today’s society is comprised
of individuals who do not realize
the extent to which they can alter
the lives of others, and this is a
problem that should be given
attention.
The school’s principal, Nadia
Lopez, who has been accred-

ited for constantly letting her
students know they matter,
responded to the campaign in
a very uplifting and thankful
manner.
She mentioned in an article
for NCB News, “I think in the
past couple days there’s been a
dynamic shift in how we all view
the world and the power in education has created this resounding need for all of us to act like
humans.”
This shift she refers to is one
that has made individuals immerse themselves in a cause that
reflects the well-being and act of
difference each person can make

in the world.
While many are trying to accomplish something big, they
don’t realize that life is made up
of little things.
The reality is no one should
ever doubt their worth or feel
they don’t belong because
everyone has a purpose in life no
matter how big or small.
Humans of New York has really
captured this by photo-blogging
portraits and interviews of
humans in New York and letting
strangers in on a glimpse of their
lives.
The case with Vidal’s photo
developed into an outcome far
beyond what one would have
imagined. It demonstrated Mott
Hall Bridges Academy’s endurance, it created strength among
the Brownsville community and
revealed the wholehearted support that individuals are capable
of.
As philanthropist Clement
Stone quotes, “There is little
difference in people, but that
little difference makes a big
difference. The little difference
is attitude. The big difference is
whether it is positive or negative.”

Not so outstanding
CARA PETICCA
OPINION COLUMNIST

On March 25, Wilfrid Laurier
University will host the 10th
annual Outstanding Women of
Laurier award ceremony, presented by Waterloo Region’s Susan Cook-Scheerer and attended
by Olympic gold medallists Scott
Moir and Tessa Virtue.
The esteemed award’s logo
reads, “Leaders of today, role
models of tomorrow.” Initially,
the concept seems endearing
— after all, who can criticize an
honourable ceremony responsible for amassing incredible
financial contributions?
But the stipulations for eligibility prove otherwise. If you are
not a female, on a varsity team
or retain a leadership position in
the departments of athletics, you
are not eligible to be “outstanding” at Laurier.
While I am all for empowering women, this incredibly small
and isolated group of admissible
people is not representative of
what I feel the title of “outstanding” merits. Surely there are
women on campus who dedicate
their time in academia to leading
Laurier’s clubs and associations
who might also be remarkable.
Perhaps too many male Golden Hawks go unnoticed for their
exceptional commitment. What

ADVERTISING – MEDIA MANAGEMENT
ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION
EVENT MANAGEMENT
FASHION MANAGEMENT & PROMOTIONS
LENA YANG/CREATIVE DIRECTOR

about our peers that do not associate with the confining labels
of male or female; are they even
further from being recognized as
outstanding?
The admissibility is profoundly
gendered and the award itself is
appallingly bigoted, but the celebration encourages a broader
discourse: should Laurier distinguish a collective of its most
outstanding students each year
outside of athletics?
Laurier is a small campus and
its fascination with idolizing
those in athletics as well as the
Wilfrid Laurier University Students’ Union does not go unnoticed. Whether it is an overhyped
election or a massive wall mural
in the Athletic Complex accompanied by calendars and massive
advertisements promoting the
same 15 people who are the face

of this university, the rest of us,
no matter how outstanding our
contribution is, are rendered to
obscurity.
There is something brilliant in
basic recognition and in having the opportunity to meet
esteemed speakers who have
succeeded in something for
which you share a passion. There
are several other outstanding
students at Laurier who go above
and beyond to shape the way our
campus functions and deserve a
shot at being rewarded.
The Outstanding Women of
Laurier award needs to reflect
these other students; if it markets
itself as a ceremony that awards
outstanding women, it must widen its eligibility pool to include
those women who are rightfully
outstanding, but who are not affiliated with athletics.
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BASKETBALL

A dominating performance
Women’s basketball defeated the Algoma Thunderbirds by a score of 82-28
DREW YATES
STAFF WRITER

The Wilfrid Laurier University
women’s basketball team held
the Algoma Thunderbirds to just
28 points on Sunday, allowing
the second fewest points during
a game in team history.
“You got to give Algoma credit,
they are short-manned right
now and they kept playing right
through but defence has been
our forte this year for the most
part we did a great job,” said
head coach Paul Falco.
Powered by strong shooting
from beyond the three-point
arc and monstrous defence,
the Hawks trampled over the
Thunderbirds twice to sweep the
weekend doubleheader, holding
Algoma down to 32 points and 28
points respectively.
According to Falco, it was the
Hawks number one goal this
weekend to play tough defence,
and that they were focused on
trying to limit the opportunities
of Algoma’s key shooters.
“We had really good team
defence and our rebounding was
good for most of the weekend. If
you’re limiting the other team to
one shot and not another second
chance opportunity, it’s really
going to help keep the point total
down,” he said
The game on Saturday remained close until the Hawks’
three point shooters took control, shooting 8-15 throughout
the game and contributing to 27
points in the third quarter to take
the lead 60-23 before closing the

game.
First-year guards Lauren Jamieson and Amanda Milanis and
second-year guard Sarah Dillon
all made crucial three point
shots to extend the lead.
Captain Whitney Ellenor
scored a game high 18 points,
including seven rebounds to lead
the team to victory.
“We’ve been struggling a little
bit, so I think it was great to get
our rhythm and our momentum
back with our threes,” Ellenor
said.
On Sunday, fourth-year guard
Courtney Bruce shot four for five
beyond the three-point arc as
she scored a game high 26 points
as the Hawks dominated Algoma
82-28, besting their previous
record of fewest points that they
made the previous day. Ellenor
also added a double-double off
her own, scoring 14 points and
picking up 11 rebounds.
“It was great for her to break
out like that,” Falco said of
Bruce’s performance. “She had a
pretty great preseason for us and
then the last preseason game she
got injured.”
“She didn’t play a regular season game until after Christmas
so she’s starting to work off all
the rust and get her touch a little
bit. She’s been working extremely hard and it was nice to see the
ball drop for her.”
Algoma only played seven
players during the afternoon
matinee and the Hawks were
able to tire them out quickly after
only playing the previous day.
Milanis, who has been filling

SHELBY BLACKLEY/CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

Women’s basketball was strong in both games against the Thunderbirds.

in for an injured fifth-year guard
Lee Anna Osei, spoke about what
it means for her to come in and
get her feet wet in competitive
play.
“Coming up for [Osei], I had
a lot of team support, they are
always helping me in practice to
get better and showing me what
I need to do to fill her shoes,”
Milanis said.
“Amanda’s had a rough first
term because she’s been out all
first term with injury, so she’s

working her way back. This is
sort of like a preseason for her,
this is only her third or fourth
game and she’s doing a great job.
She’s really good at getting her
offence started, she’s looking for
a shot when it’s there and she’s
playing tough defence,” Falco
said.
The Hawks will continue their
four game home-stand as they
host the Laurentian Voyageurs
and Nipissing Lakers on Feb. 13
and 14 respectively.

NHL

Maple Leafs consistently disappointing
MITCHELL CONSKY
STAFF WRITER

First we’re hopeful, then we’re
skeptical and finally we’re dropping our heads with disappointment. Welcome to the life of a
Toronto Maple Leafs fan, where
the “passion that unites us all”
has an abrupt way of breaking
our hearts over and over again.
To those fellow blue-and-white
bleeders out there, I want you to
take a moment and pat yourself
on the back. You’ve been through
a lot. You’ve shown everlasting
loyalty in the most unforgivable
circumstances. You’ve cheered
for every goal and sucked in the
agony of all those losses.
It seems like yesterday you
were excitedly sitting at the edge
of the couch or bar stool, watching our Toronto boys battle the
Boston Bruins in 2013 — their
first taste of playoff hockey since
2004.
“The curse is over!” some of
us chanted, believing that a new
era has begun, hoping for a new
threshold of victorious opportunity. We wore our jerseys proud-

“Welcome to the life of a
Toronto Maple Leafs fan,
where the passion that
unites us all has an abrupt
way of breaking our hearts.

ly. We attached Leaf flags to our
car windows. We bombarded the
streets with overwhelming team
spirit. Our time had come and
we were ready to infiltrate the
playoffs.
Well, all that bursting anticipation was only to watch our hopes
and dreams get viciously ripped
from our souls, as our three-goallead was flushed down the toilet
in a flicker of fifteen excruciating
minutes of NHL hockey in game
seven of the series.
The paralyzing disbelief of
Boston Bruin Patrice Bergeron’s
point-shot goal with 50.9 seconds
remaining still echoes hauntingly
in our minds.
It’s been almost two seasons
since that night and not much
has changed. Sure we’ve made
some roster tweaks and fired a
head coach, but the fundamental

problem is still the same.
The Leafs are consistently
inconsistent.The pattern goes as
follows: they start the season off
strong, even get a few mini-winning streaks pumping, only to
drowned in a deep pool of losses
later on.
Like a roller coaster, the higher
they rise the lower they quickly
fall. In terms of making the
playoffs, well, let’s just say we’ve
been on the wrong ride for far
too long.
January 2015 was statistically one of the worst months
in Maple Leaf history. The team
went 1-11-1 in over 13 games.
With an average of 1.23 goals per
game it was also one of the lowest scoring months in franchise
history. This was after leading the
entire NHL in scoring at the end
of 2014.
So what’s the problem? Is it
defensive, offensive, team chemistry or coaching? Perhaps it’s all
of the above. Whatever it may be,
the Leafs need to change their
game if they ever want to hoist
the cup again. But how are they
going to do it?
There’s been much controversial speculation about whether
or not the Leafs are “tanking”
(a term for deliberately losing)
the rest of their season with no
chance of making the playoffs in

order to gain the 2015 projected
top draft pick, Connor McDavid.
Instead of going over whether
or not this is entirely true, I want
to focus the attention to one
question: does one player make a
difference?
My belief is yes, but to an extent. There’s no such thing as one
player winning hockey games.
It’s a team sport and it requires
the effort of every player on the
ice. However, one player does
have the ability to set a new standard and awaken new potential
in teammates alike.
With the early 1980s Edmonton Oilers, Wayne Gretzky may
have been seen as the legendary
superstar who carried the team
to new heights, but the team’s
victories were not a one-manshow. Players like Marc Messier,
Paul Coffee and Glenn Anderson
were also present throughout the
team’s top moments, and their
on-ice chemistry set new standards for the game. Gretzky was
the leader who used his skill and
dedication to inspire and motivate his fellow players to excel.
I’m not saying that Connor
McDavid is going to be the next
Wayne Gretzky. I’m saying that it
is possible for an individual to set
positive team-building vibes that
can improve a collective performance. So where does coaching

come into this? Well, let’s just
say that the Leafs’ recent firing of
Head coach Randy Carylye without a replacement head coach
initially lined up definitely didn’t
help grow much of a winning
mentality within the organization. Coaching is one of the
most difficult jobs in the game
because of the requirement to
get into the heads of their players
at the same time as controlling
the strategy and tactics of the
fast-paced sport.
It’s equally important for there
to be a positive relationship
between the coach and the players – something that lacked with
Carylye and the Leafs top scorer,
Phil Kessel. Hopefully the new
head coach, Peter Horachak,
can bring everything needed to
the table, through guiding the
Leafs with positive relationships,
smart plays and hard-ass training methods that can whip these
lost boys into shape — though he
hasn’t shown it yet.
Though the future is unclear
for the Leafs, us true fans will
keep watching despite the
heartache. No matter how much
disappointment comes our way,
it is our love for the game that
keeps us coming back. For now,
grab a tissue and dry your eyes
— Toronto won’t be seeing the
playoffs any time soon.
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Stothers takes his final strides
Tyler Stothers wore the ‘C’ on his sweater for two consecutive seasons as the Laurier captain
DANIEL JOHNSON
STAFF WRITER

Tyler Stothers laced up his skates
for the last time as a Golden
Hawk on Saturday.
The fourth-year Wilfrid Laurier
University men’s hockey team
captain’s final season yielded incredible results with 17 goals —
the most of any Laurier hockey
player since Paul Bradley’s effort
in 2009.
Tyler had the team primed
to make one final push for the
playoffs after a tremendous turnaround on the season.
“I think a lot of this has to do
with the guys coming together,”
Stothers said.
“I think we just kind of accepted our roles and kind of
came together as a team.”
However the season ended
abruptly with a heartbreaking loss to Lakehead Saturday.
Stothers now is able to reflect on
his season and his time as the
Laurier men’s hockey captain.
According to Stothers, his
output this season was a career
highlight.
“Personally the 17 goals is
probably my biggest personal
accomplishment,” he said.
Taking the school record
for points in a season leaves
footprints and ripples on the
program, and an impact on the
history books.
“Well I hope my legacy here
was just hard work. I just love
the team, I loved every minute
here,” Stothers said. “I hope I left
the program better than when I
came.”
Stothers’ unique talent almost
did not end up on this side of the
country to play post-secondary
hockey, let alone in Waterloo. An
unlikely turn of events ended up
found him wearing the Golden
Hawk on his chest.
“I was playing Junior A and I
was getting pretty heavily recruited to play NCAA and I had a few
scholarship offers. I was actually
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Tyler Stothers had a breakout season in 2014-15, scoring 17 goals, which is more than any Laurier men’s hockey player has scored in the last six years.

verbally committed to Alabama
Huntsville … for whatever reason
my heart wasn’t in it,” he said.
Stothers’ focus then slowly
shifted west of Toronto.
“Coach [Greg Puhalski] had
reached out to me earlier in the
year and I had kind of brushed
him off because I thought I was
going down south,” he said.
“It was pretty late that I actually decided that I was going to
come to Laurier in September.
I reached out to him and he
welcomed me with open arms,”
he said.
Stothers has hockey running through his veins. His
uncle, Mike Stothers, is a former
NHL player who played for the

Philadelphia Flyers and Toronto
Maple Leafs.
“When you’re surrounded by
hockey minds — and my whole
family is kind of hockey-oriented
— I’ve been fortunate enough
that everyone has an impact,” he
said.
“My uncle specifically, he is a
big man with a strong personality. He doesn’t talk too much but
when he does you listen.”
Often the hard work, tough
nose and grinding lifestyle goes
unnoticed or falls on deaf ears,
as student athletes often play to
empty stands.
“People don’t realize I guess
how good the hockey is and how
competitive it is. I mean obvi-

ously everyone has their own life
[and] there’s not a whole lot of
time,” said Stothers.
According to Stothers, goal totals and rewards are a nice thing
to have in the end, but the ability
to hold your head high and know
you did your job is something
has held in high regard during
his time here.
“Just times you really felt you
really stepped up … I remember
we beat Western, my second year
… to be the one that ended Western’s win streak. I remember it
was just a fantastic feeling.”
When the departing captain
looks back at his hockey career
at Laurier, it’s with fondness and
the same enthusiasm as when he

“I hope my legacy here was
just hard work. I just love
the team. I loved every
minute here.”

-Tyler Stothers, men’s hockey captain

started his career for the Golden
Hawks. 102 games, 43 goals and
45 assists later, Stothers hangs up
his skates.
“I could never give back everything I have gained from this
place,” he said.
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Heartbreaking loss ends season
WILL PROWSE
STAFF WRITER

With much riding on the outcome of Sunday night’s game,
Wilfrid Laurier University men’s
hockey team fell 3-2 in front of
their home crowd and will miss
the playoffs for a second straight
year.
Stakes and hopes alike were
high as the Hawks entered the
weekend with games against
Western and Lakehead on their
platter, needing only to capture
one win to secure a playoff berth.
“We had an opportunity if we
went out and won one of our
last two games to at least have a
chance to play some meaningful
games in the playoffs, and that’s
experience our team desperately
needs,” said head coach Greg
Puhalski.
Friday night’s matinee resulted
in a thorough 6-0 dismantling at
the hands of the Western Mustangs, and the Golden Hawks
were left to collect the pieces and
regroup with the implications of
Saturday’s game versus Lakehead now looming even larger:
a win would send them to the
playoffs, a loss would send them
home.
Despite the tantalizing promise of playoffs with a win, Saturday’s game against Lakehead
was more defined by close calls
and missed opportunities by the
Golden Hawks.
“I thought we battled hard. We
worked our tails off. A couple
bounces around the net where
we didn’t finish and we didn’t
execute on our powerplays,” said
captain Tyler Stothers.
The Golden Hawk offence

“I thought we had as many
chances as they did. Just
a tough way for us to end
the years.”

-Greg Puhalski, head coach
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A scramble ensues as Stothers goes crashing into the Lakehead netminder Saturday night at the Rec Complex.

found difficulty gaining traction
against a methodical, organized
Lakehead unit.
Laurier never led in the game
and with the score locked at 2-2
in the dying seconds of the second period, the Golden Hawks
made a mistake that would cost
them dearly.
“We had a poor line change,”
Puhalski said.
“I think their player came
in, pump-faked a shot and our
defence kind of fell for it, and he
was able to deposit the puck in

the net.”
“They capitalized on our
mistakes. They’re a very opportunistic team and credit to them —
they played a great game,” added
Stothers.
The miscue and subsequent
goal put the Hawks down one
and, despite a handful of chances in the third period, they could
not bridge the one goal wide gap
to keep their slim playoff hopes
alive.
“We played okay [Saturday], I
don’t think Lakehead outplayed

us,” said Puhalski.
“I think it was just a matter
of they cashed in on one more
chance than we did. I thought we
had as many chances as they did.
Just a tough way for us to end the
year.”
Lost in the chaos of the playoff
hunt was Senior’s Night.
Not only was Saturday’s loss
the end of the Ontario University Athletics regular season, it
also represented the last game
of three seniors on the Golden
Hawk roster.

Included in the graduating
group was captain Stothers.
Having put forth a remarkable final season in which he
placed third in the league in
goals scored, Stothers reflected
on what made a difference in his
performance.
“At the beginning of the year
I wasn’t really producing, but I
stayed positive. That has a lot to
do with my teammates, everybody keeping up with a positive
attitude,” he said.
“Sometimes the bounces go
your way, sometimes they don’t,
and that’s kind of the approach
I took. Just work hard and good
things will happen.”
The captain also communicated his expectations for the young
roster he helped lead through yet
another tumultuous season in
Waterloo.
“There’s a great core that’s
coming back. A lot of guys you
could see their progression from
the beginning of the season until
now. Guys are kind of finding
their roles and finding their spots
on the team,” said the graduating
fourth-year.
“I expect a lot from them in
the coming years, I think they’re
going to be a great team.”

BASKETBALL

Algoma upsets the Hawks
The Thunderbirds picked up their second win on Saturday
WILL PROWSE
STAFF WRITER

The Wilfrid Laurier University
men’s basketball team endured
an up-and-down weekend by
splitting two games versus the
Algoma Thunderbirds.
Friday’s game saw the Hawks
slice cleanly through the defence
of the last-place Thunderbirds.
Fourth-year Will Coulthard and
first-year Chuder Teny chipped
in 23 points apiece to secure an
82-62 victory.
Saturday, however, proved to
be a different story. After a strong
first quarter, Laurier fell victim to
Algoma’s chippy, physical play
and found themselves behind at
the halfway mark.
“Their physicality got to us,”
said Coulthard. “We couldn’t
handle their pressure, they were
chippy and we just didn’t deal
with it well. We couldn’t play 40
minutes at that pace.”
Algoma’s Terrell Campbell
put the Golden Hawk defence
through fits all afternoon, adding
18 points in the second half for
a game-high total of 28. Despite
Laurier point guard James Agyeman providing 13 second half
points on six of six shooting, the
rest of the lineup put forth sparse
production.
“I think we’ve got too many
guys who disappeared for parts
of the game. We didn’t get

anything out of [Luke Allin] all
weekend, we need that,” said
head coach Peter Campbell.
“We’re a team that needs five
or six guys contributing if we’re
going to be successful.”
Midway through the fourth
quarter and faced with a daunting 14-point deficit, the Golden
Hawks mounted a rally behind
Coulthard, who scored 23 points
for the second consecutive game.
A 17-4 run, punctuated with an
electrifying fadeway three-pointer by the Hawk captain, brought
the game to within a single point
with 30 seconds remaining.
“I made some shots down the
stretch, but I didn’t think I played
well through the middle part of
the game,” said Coulthard.
“I guess it was good to hit
some shots at the end of the
game to keep us in it.”
Despite the captivating run,
the Laurier push came up short,
as Coulthard’s turnover and
a missed three-pointer extinguished the comeback effort.
“I think we have to come back
to practice on Tuesday with a
purpose,” said Campbell.
“I feel like we’re continuously going to have to look for
our identities,” added Garrison
Thomas, whose 15-point contribution from the small forward
spot helped spur the Golden
Hawk comeback push.
“Our identity is a fast-paced,
fast-motion offence. Sometimes

we fall short of that, so I’m sure
that we’ll have to continuously
practice to get better at it.”
While a loss to a 2-15 Algoma
team threw a shroud on the
weekend, solace can be found
in Teny’s breakout weekend. By
putting up 37 points total over
the weekend’s two games, the
first-year earned the admiration
of his coach.
“He’s earning minutes and he’s
doing a good job of it. And good
for him. He’s a young guy, he
didn’t come in with any promises and he’s battled his way in,”
said Campbell.
“I think a couple of games
early he might not have dressed,
or he was the twelfth guy, and
he’s worked his way up.”
For his part, Teny was simply
happy to contribute.
“I feel really great right now.
I’ve been working on my game
lately, trying to get a role on the
team. Coach has been believing
in me a lot, I’m kind of happy
in my role right now. Just got to
keep knocking down shots,” he
said.
The Hawks still sit six points
ahead of Waterloo, and eight
above Algoma in the standings,
good for third in their division.
They trail Windsor and Western
by ten points. The Golden Hawks
next tip off when they host the
Laurentian Voyagueurs and the
Nipissing Lakers for home games
next weekend.
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Kyrie Coleman jumps to block Terell Campbell’s shot Saturday aftenoon.

